Application Note
Blackstone Models HOn3 C-19
Tsunami2 TSU-1100 Digital Sound Decoder Installation Notes

Overview
This application note describes how to install a
TSU-1100 Steam-2 decoder into a Blackstone Models
HOn3 C-19 locomotive.
Skill Level 1: The entire installation can be completed
in an hour with no modification required to the
model.

SoundTraxx Products
P.N.
884006
810144
810037

Description
TSU-1100 Steam-2 Decoder
Ultra-Flexible Wire (purple)
Shrink Tube Assortment

Tools You Will Need

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

25W Soldering Iron
Rosin Core Solder
Electronics Flux
Wire Strippers
Wire Cutters
Miniature Screwdriver Set
Needle Nose Pliers
Exacto Knife
Tweezers
Double-Sided Foam Tape

For this installation we also have a list of
recommended CV Adjustments and a Wiring
Diagram in the Application Note’s section of the
Manuals page of our website and a complete
Installation Video on our YouTube Channel.

Installation
1.

2.

Remove the four tender tank screws with a
screwdriver.

3.

Flip the locomotive back over and carefully remove
the tender tank to expose the factory installed
decoder.
Use tweezers or needle nose pliers to unplug the
tender truck pick up harnesses (1a & 1b), the speaker
connection harness (2), and the locomotive to tender
harness (3). Keep these plugs oriented so you can
tag the wires before you remove the factory installed
decoder. Desolder the speaker wires from the speaker.

4.

5.

Remove the four screws that hold the factory
installed decoder in place. Lift the factory installed
decoder away from the locomotive and set it aside.

6.

Begin to remove and tag the wires from the
harnesses. Remember to tag as you go, all of the
wires in the locomotive are black and can be easily
confused. For tags we simply cut a sticky note into
strips and used the strips to label the wires. Use the
wiring diagram to help you tag the wires. To remove
the wires from the harness simply cut the wire with
wire cutters as close to the harness as you can.

The locomotive and tender are inseparable in this
locomotive; therefore, you will have to work with
both pieces attached . Flip the locomotive and tender
over on a soft surface (such as a piece of foam) to
avoid damaging the locomotive. To gain access to the
tender tank screws remove the first and fourth axles
of the tender.
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te:
Right Rail pickup ties in with the right rail pickup from the locomotive (Pin 1 from tender harness to Pin 1 from tender truck harness).
A cam is not needed for Tsunami2 Decoders.
Left Rail pickup ties in with the left rail pickup from the locomotive (Pin 6 from tender harness to Pin 2 from tender truck harness).

Note: The Pin3 wire is for the cam and this wire will not be
used in the installation as Tsunami2 does not need a cam
to produce a synchronized chuff. Trim this wire short and
insulate the end.
7. Prepare the TSU-1100 for installation. This locomotive
only has a headlight so we are going to trim back
and insulate the backup light, FX3, and FX4 lighting
outputs. Once trimmed and insulated tape these
wires to the decoder to keep them neatly aside.

8.

Strip and tin all of the wires on the TSU-1100 and
the locomotive. Use wire strippers to strip a 1/4 inch
of insulation off the end of the wires. Add a dab of
flux to the end of each wire. To tin a wire, clean the
soldering iron, touch the soldering iron to the solder,
and touch the end of the wire with the soldering iron
for 1-2 seconds. Repeat this procedure for each wire.

9.

Slide a piece of shrink tube (about 1/2 and inch long)
over each wire on the TSU-1100.
10. Solder each wire from the TSU-1100 to its respective
wire on the locomotive using the wiring diagram.
To keep track of your black locomotive wires only
de-tag and solder one wire at a time. Remember to
make sure there is a piece of shrink tube on one of
the wires that you are soldering together before you
solder. Once the solder joint is secure, slide shrink
tube over the joint and use the barrel of the soldering
iron to shrink it over the joint. Repeat this process for
each wire.
Note: Both the locomotive and the tender pick up from
both rails. A wire will come from each tender truck to
combine with the wiring harness coming from the
locomotive for the pick ups on the drivers. Those will be
combined to tie into the left and right pick ups on the
decoder. See wiring diagram in Step 4.

11. Solder the capacitor that comes with the TSU-1100 to
the TSU-1100. On one side of the capacitor there is a
gray stripe. This side of the capacitor will be soldered
to the green and yellow striped ground wire. The
other side should be soldered to the blue function
common wire. Again, make sure to add shrink tube
before making solder joints. Heat the shrink tube over
the solder connections.

12. The last two wires (purple) go to the speaker. Solder
these wires to the speaker terminals.

13. The decoder is now installed in the locomotive.
Before reassembly we recommend putting
the locomotive on your test track to make sure
everything works. It is best to replace the first and
fourth axles that you removed earlier to do this.
14. If everything is functioning correctly it is time to
reassemble the tender. Start by using the double
sided foam tape to tape the TSU-1100 inside the top
of the coal load.
15. Replace the tender, tuck the capacitor and the wires
inside the tender. Flip the locomotive over on a soft
surface. Replace the four screws. Replace the first
and fourth axles. Pay attention to the insulated area,
make sure it matches the wheel sets that were left in
the model.

For this installation we also have a list of recommended
CV Adjustments and a Wiring Diagram in the Application
Note’s section of the Manuals page of our website and a
complete Installation Video on our YouTube Channel.
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